
If tactical plans are part of your preparations then this may interest you.

OK, you already know field phones like the TA-312 are a really nice item of kit to have for LP/OP and command 
centers.  Can you afford them?  What about adding a switchboard?  The following has been my ongoing experiment.  I
recently bought a 1940's Navy Department Bureau of Yards and Docks, Magneto Switchboard, D-14309, Stromberg-
Carlson Co. at an auction for 30.00 and its part of my experiment but that's another story.  

I have been collecting old phones for a couple years now and have about 15 of them.  More than I need but I don't 
know how many are INOP. 

Now check out these YouTube videos and its going to make sense

Here are a few videos on making field phones out of house phones. I don't know if I will be able to implement the 
switchboard into it so if not then I will flip/sell it.

This first video is my favorite. Its simple but has a ringer.  9V adapter and ringer were easy to buy on eBay.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Mh2rwDR3kr4&list=PLGrH50gcNqUrerOobcx75lwTGT1H7CIyk&index=27&t=1s 

This next one is similar but no ringer.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=lecWE3aIkDM&list=PLGrH50gcNqUrerOobcx75lwTGT1H7CIyk&index=2&t=0s 

These next two videos are by the same guy and are pretty nice. It would be awesome to make these phones but it is 
above my skill level.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=JXICrHqCwHQ&list=PLGrH50gcNqUrerOobcx75lwTGT1H7CIyk&index=4&t=0s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=3l5se0gGM18&list=PLGrH50gcNqUrerOobcx75lwTGT1H7CIyk&index=3&t=0s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9HNyp5FaA78

Here is a video on a switchboard.  It is lengthy but very informative.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mVQ-
HLG0IPI&list=PLGrH50gcNqUrerOobcx75lwTGT1H7CIyk&index=23&t=1944s 

Now the only downside of this is that they are not weather proof like the TA-312 are.  You would be able to use them 
for a hasty observation post as long as there was no rain.  Your permanent LP/OP should at least have a roof over it to 
keep the rain out.

On eBay you can get 1000' of RG11 telephone wire between $40.-50.00 with some cheaper stuff springing up here 
and there.  You can get shorter lengths for varying prices VS length. 

Why do this, Security?  Every time you transmit on a radio you can be listened in on or tracked by those with 
knowledge.  That is why the Army has field phones.  Avoid radio traffic as much as possible.
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